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Abstract—The phylogeny of Rutaceae subfamily Aurantioideae has previously been estimated only using plastid and repetitive nuclear sequences. We added sequences of two low copy nuclear loci to allow further diagnosis of phenomena that may mislead phylogenetic inference. After testing for patterns expected under recombination, positive selection, and hybridization, we excluded data sets or sequences accordingly and then inferred the species tree using the multispecies coalescent. We then reconstructed the ancestral area using parsimony and the dispersal-extinction-cladogenesis model to test the hypothesis that Citrus s. l. may have originated in Australasia and migrated or rafted to Eastern Asia. The ancestral area of Citrus s. l. inferred under either method and several models was west of Wallace’s line. Therefore, Citrus s. l. did not appear to have rafted west on what became the Halmahera Islands (Indonesia). Our findings are also consistent with previously reported ages for the origin of this group that may be too young to have allowed this rafting. The species tree is well resolved and largely consistent with previous molecular phylogenies, especially those using chloroplast sequences.
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Rutaceae subfamily Aurantioideae includes important crops such as oranges, lemons, limes (Citrus L.), other well-known plants such as the Curry Tree (Bergera koenigii L.), used in cooking, and the ornamental plant Orange Jessamine (Murraya paniculata (L.) Jack). The subfamily’s center of diversity is in the monsoon region of eastern Australasia, extending west through South Asia into Africa, and eastwards into Polynesia. The first systematic treatment of the family was made by Engler (1897: his table 1, last column), who divided it into six subfamilies: Aurantioideae, Dictyolomoideae, Flindersioidaeae, Rutioideae, Spathelioideae, and Toddalioideae. Newly discovered or recognized genera have since been added to Engler’s Aurantioideae, or other genera have been treated at different ranks, but by and large his original concept of the subfamily remains. Swingler and Reece’s (1967) final treatment of the subfamily recognized two tribes, six subtribes, 33 genera, and over 200 species. This circumscription has been widely followed since, although some genera are being treated informally under synonyms as a result of recent molecular evidence (e.g. the Germplasm Resources Information Network, GRIN: www.ars-grin.gov).

Early molecular phylogenetic inferences have been in agreement with the classification of these plants as a natural group (Chase et al. 1999). However, later studies have suggested some discrepancies with Swingler’s scheme with respect to the intra-sub-familial classification, e.g. that the affinities of Feroniella and Oxanthera lie with subtribe Citrinae rather than with subtribes Balsamocitrinae or Triphasiinae, respectively (Bayer et al. 2009), and that Bergera koenigii (among others) should not be placed within Murraya J. Koenig ex L. (Samuel et al. 2001). Thus far, although the sampling of genera in molecular studies has been nearly complete (e.g. 97% in Bayer et al. 2009), the sampling of linkage groups has been limited. Apart from chloroplast (cp) DNA regions, the only additional linkage group has come from the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) nuclear (n) DNA region (Morton 2009), a multi-copy repeat that generally evolves with concerted evolution homogenizing the repeats to a single sequence type.

Phylogenies based on a single linkage group can be misleading (i.e. not track the species phylogeny) because of positive selection (e.g. Stefanović et al. 2009), mistaken orthology (e.g. Straub et al. 2006), lineage sorting (e.g. Syring et al. 2007), hybridization (e.g. Maureira-Butler et al. 2008), and recombination (e.g. Poke et al. 2006). Although ITS has been examined for Aurantioideae, it comes with its own challenges (Álvarez and Wendel 2003), including the retention of multiple (sometimes deeply coalescing) sequence types if homogenization across the multiple copies is incomplete (Suh et al. 1993). This may be difficult to recover in direct sequencing (Rauscher et al. 2002). Even if homogenization is complete, differential homogenization to each parental lineage can obscure the true relationships in species groups with a common hybrid origin (Wendel et al. 1995).

Generating sequence data from more than one linkage group is an important addition to improve species tree inference (Edwards et al. 2007). However, analyses relying on concatenation of sequence data can be misleading when single linkage group gene trees differ due to incomplete lineage sorting (Kubatko and Degnan 2007). Instead, the coalescent model may provide a more accurate means of producing phylogenetic inferences of species, as opposed to genes (Degnan and Rosenberg 2009). Therefore, low-copy nuclear genes (those perhaps least likely to evolve concertedy) may provide the best source of additional genes not linked to the chloroplast genome to complement existing phylogenetic evidence in Rutaceae. However, there is no replacement for a thorough examination of potential sources of incongruence at each step in an analysis.

Previous hypotheses regarding the origin of Citrus s. l. proposed that the group originated in the southeastern part of the current distribution (i.e. eastern Australia) (Swingle and Reece 1967). The group is thought to have then diversified and migrated from there, eventually producing the more palatable species found in the northwestern part of the distribution (Swingle and Reece 1967). Beattie et al. (2006), following Swingle and Reece’s (1967) hypothesis, proposed migration.
from Australasia to East Asia via the movement of terranes, notably the Halmahera Islands and the eastern Philippines, beginning 37 million years ago (mya).

Around 40 mya, the Australian plate was separated by deep ocean from the Sunda shelf by about 10° latitude, but was rapidly moving northwards (Hall 1998; Lohman et al. 2011). The submerged Sunda shelf margin and the Australian plate eventually came close enough to connect c. 23 mya, beginning the northward rotation of the Sunda region (Lohman et al. 2011). As the Australian plate continued to move northwards, more and more islands and shallow seas were created between the Sunda shelf and the Australian plate as the latter was subducted, forming the island-rich zone between these plates known as Wallacea (Lohman et al. 2011). However, no dry land connection has yet been established between Asia and Australia (Lohman et al. 2011), with the best land and shallow sea connections, based on interpreting reconstructions (Hall 1998), probably existing from 7 mya to the present day.

Halmahera Island, lying in the northeastern part of Wallacea and northwest of New Guinea, is composed of young (western part) and older (eastern part) volcanic rocks, overlain by Miocene carbonates in the eastern part (Hall 1998; Jong 1998; Hall 2002). The parts of the island are thought to have moved from far to the east (lying north east of central New Guinea), past the Bird’s Head between 4–8 mya, continuing westward to their current location, with most movement occurring from the early Miocene, about 20–25 mya (Hall 1998; Jong 1998; Hall 2002). Halmahera has, for most of its history, been closer to elements of New Guinea and the eastern Philippines than to other parts of Wallacea, where it is found today (Jong 1998). If Citrus s. l. originated in eastern Australia/New Guinea, it could perhaps have used Halmahera as a vehicle to move partway to Asia, by rafting on this land mass as it rapidly shuttled from east to west across the top of New Guinea, subsequently dispersing from there, in accordance with Beattie et al.’s (2006) hypothesis. Alternatively, the volcanic arc and shallow seas that connected Halmahera, the Philippines, and northeastern Sulawesi around 25 mya (Hall 1998) may have allowed stepping stone dispersal from north-eastern New Guinea to central Wallacea and then to mainland Asia to occur. According to Hall’s (1998) reconstructions, there were probably fewer opportunities to disperse along this route after that time, because fewer volcanic islands connected the route and because Halmahera was often submerged. In either scenario, an ancestral Citrus species would need to have been present in north-eastern New Guinea around 20–25 mya in order to use either opportunity. Alternatively, a southern route, via Sumatra, Java, and the Inner or Outer Banda Ares to New Guinea may have been increasingly feasible from about 7 mya to the present day, based on Hall’s reconstructions (Hall 1998, 2002).

Species trees rather than gene trees are required to test hypotheses regarding the properties of species, such as their biogeographic history. However, no credible species tree has yet been proposed for Aurantioid genera that avoids the potential problems raised above regarding single linkage groups or data concatenation. Our aims here are to (1) add new information from low-copy nDNA markers, (2) thoroughly explore and analyze any cases of incongruence, and (3) infer a species tree using a coalescent model that improves on earlier estimations of both topology and clade ages. With this species tree we infer ancestral areas of distribution and examine the results in light of the previous hypotheses for the origin of Citrus.

Materials and methods

Taxon Sampling, Extraction, Amplification, and Sequencing—The data used in this study included sequences from four genetic regions (“genes”) analyzed individually, with three of them analyzed together in a multispecies coalescent framework. We initially collected data from three different linkage groups: (1) the cpDNA alignment of 88 accessions for > 10 kb previously generated (Bayer et al. 2009), downloaded from TreeBASE (www.treebase.org), of which we used 47 sequences from 25 Aurantioid genera (excluding artificial hybrids and retaining only a few representatives of the heavily sampled Asian species of Citrus to maximize overlap with the other genes); (2) part of nDNA mate dehydrogenase (mdh) for 24 Aurantioid genera (58 alleles), and (3) part of nDNA beta-hydroxylase (hyB) for 15 Aurantioid genera (60 alleles), much of the latter two data sets comprised sequences generated as part of this study. Three outgroup sequences (from three genera) were also used for the cpDNA and mdh alignments (Appendix 1). Considering the taxonomy used by GRIN with generic synonyms proposed by Mabberley (1998) and Bayer et al. (2009), which we accept although we use earlier names here to compare with earlier scaffolds (http://www.phytozone.net/citrus.php but listed there as C. clementina Hort.), therefore, we assume that the unlinked in Citrus and likely to be unlinked in other Aurantioid genera. BLASTn searches (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) using representative plastid sequences to the “Citrus sinensis” plastid genome produced matches only in a single location for each marker, consistent with the expectation that all of these regions come from the single copy portions of the plastid and are therefore not believed to be present in multiple copies.

A fourth data set, a previously published 27-taxon internal transcribed spacer (ITS) data set (Morton 2009), was also examined for comparison with the initial three datasets, because of incongruence seen between that gene tree and those we inferred from the other linkage groups (see Results). In each case, we use a Muscle (Edgar 2004) alignment followed by minor manual modifications.

DNA was extracted using either the EZNAP plant DNA miniPrep kit (OMEGA Bio-Tek, Norcross, Georgia) or the DNAzol kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California), as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Amplifications by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) were done using HotStart Taq polymerase (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) with the supplied buffer, a final Mg2+ concentration of 2 mM and a final concentration of 0.38 μM per primer, with the following reaction cycles: 95°C 5 min, (94°C 30 sec, 55–55°C 30 sec, 72°C 1–1.5 min) × 30, 72°C 5 min, 4°C hold. The primers used for hyB were: F1: CTGCCTGTATGTCATTTGG, R1: CTTCCAGACATGCAAAAC. Amplification products were purified with a QiAxpert spin purification procedure and their DNA quality and concentration was assessed with a Pharmacia Biotech Genequant II (Cambridge, UK) before being sequenced by Macrogen (Seoul, South Korea). Some sequences of mdh and hyB were generated previously (Ramadugu et al. 2013), Appendix 1.

In mdh and hyB we found some double peaks with approximately equivalent heights in the direct sequence tracings. We infer included in our sample, the generic coverage of the subfamily represented by this sample is high (21 of 26 genera). Sequences from 56 individuals are present in two of these data sets; sequences from 16 individuals are present in all three. The two nDNA regions are present in single copy in two Citrus reticulata Blanco draft genomes and are found in different assembly scaffolds (http://www.phytozone.net/citrus.php but listed there as C. clementina Hort.), therefore, we assume that the unlinked in Citrus and likely to be unlinked in other Aurantioid genera. BLASTn searches (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) using representative plastid sequences to the “Citrus sinensis” plastid genome produced matches only in a single location for each marker, consistent with the expectation that all of these regions come from the single copy portions of the plastid and are therefore not believed to be present in multiple copies.
triple peaks of equivalent height and so have no direct evidence for more than two alleles per individual.

**Examination of Intra- and Intergenic Sources of Incongruence**—The three nDNA regions (ndh, hyb, and ITS) were tested for intra-locus recombination using RDP v. 3beta34 (Martin et al. 2005). All the search alternatives were enabled, Bonferroni correction was used and an overall p value threshold of 0.01 was used to detect recombination. Species trees using a multispecies coalescent model implemented in BEAST (Heled and Drummond 2010) estimating uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clocks for each partition (Drummond et al. 2006). We only used three genes for this analysis, because the ITS was reduced to very short alignments of non-recombined parts (see Results). DNA substitution models used were as above. For a calibrated clock (the Aurantioids clade) using a model of relaxed constraint (above) to the distance between the observed gene tree distances. We did not use the fossil leaf described from eastern Africa assigned to Clausena (Pan 2010), because the only character that separated this assignment from Zanthoxylum (Toddiadecta) was the presence in the fossil of multicellular uniseriate hairs on both ab- and adaxial leaf surfaces, as found in some Clausena species, whereas Zanthoxylum species examined in that study (Pan 2010) were found to have these hairs only on the abaxial surface. Therefore, we consider the placement of the fossil in a phylogeny as uncertain at this stage. The gene pool size was adjusted for the cpDNA to be only half that of the autosomal nuclear genes, because these plants are generally hermaphrodites. We used uniform prior distributions for the cpDNA and nDNA clock rates (“ulcd.mean”), with initial values and means based on the previous r8s results (9 × 10^-10 for hyb, and 1.9 × 10^-10 for ndh), large standard deviations (1 × 10^-10 in each case) and upper and lower limits one order of magnitude above and below the initial values (based on the r8s results, not shown). We began with starting species and gene trees based on a preliminary run. After running some test analyses, we discovered a lack of stability in parameters relating to the clock rates and species tree root height, with a diffuse normal prior. We tried various prior adjustments to attempt to reach stability, as follows: (1) uniform species.yule.birthRate prior between 0 and 1, exponential species.popMean prior with mean = 0.02 and upper of 10, exponential treeModel.rootHeight prior for each gene tree with mean = 8 and offset of 12 (just below the lower 95% of the species tree root height prior). (2) As 1, but with an exponential species.yule.birthRate prior with mean = 0.1 instead of the uniform prior. (3) As 2, but the exponential species.popMean prior with mean = 0.08 and upper of 10. (4) As 3, but restricting the species tree root height prior standard deviation to 0.95 (down from 3.9). (5) As 4, but removing the exponential treeModel.rootHeight prior on the gene trees. (6) As 1, but with mean = 10 on the exponential treeModel.rootHeight prior for each gene tree. (7) As 1, but replacing the exponential treeModel.rootHeight prior for each gene tree with one that links the gene tree root heights to the current value of the species tree root height, with a diffuse normal prior. The run with a good balance between the best posterior mean value and lowest variance around the mean (run 7) was repeated five additional times to check for convergence and the results summarized (as a maximum clade credibility tree, using Tree Annotator) across all six runs after an appropriate burn-in was discarded. Species tree results were also checked across all runs (1-7, above) to see if the change in prior probabilities had any significant effect on clade or clade age posterior probabilities.

**Ancestral Area Reconstruction**—The likely ancestral areas of clades were inferred using Fitch parsimony in Mesquite and maximum likelihood (the dispersal-extinction-cladogenesis [DEC] model) in Lagrange (Rie and Smith 2008). Our main interest was to test the hypothesis that the ‘Clusia’ clade originated in the lowland tropical forests of eastern Wallace’s line and south of the Philippines. We defined six operational areas based on observed patterns of endemism as follows: (1) ‘India’ + Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Western Myanmar, Bhutan, Nepal; (2) ‘China’ + Taiwan; (3) ‘South East Asia’ (SEA) including everything east and south of the former two areas, up to Wallace’s line + Philippines; (4) ‘South America’, including the area east of Wallace’s line and south of the Philippines; (5) ‘Australia’ + southeastern New Guinea and south Pacific Islands not included elsewhere; and (6) ‘Africa’ + any remaining western Asian areas. We also explored in
even simpler coding, namely (1) west of Wallace’s line or (2) east of Wallace’s line, in a second analysis.

Each species’ native distribution was identified by the GRIN database for all Auratoioideae further modified by Swingle and Reece (1967), except for Citrus medica L., C. reticulata, and Triphasia trifolia DC., where this information was lacking. These species’ ranges were assigned to the South East Asia region. The former two may come from further west or north, respectively (Swingle and Reece 1967), so they should not bias the results with respect to the hypothesis being tested. Genera other than Citrus were coded to include the cumulative distribution of all their species (by adding the additional ranges to the most widespread example in our data set), thus minimizing the effect of the lack of complete species-level sampling. In this way, we expect that the precision of ancestral area inference for nodes beyond the Citrus s. l. clade may be decreased, but otherwise unbiased. However, the key question for this study hinges on the inference of ancestral areas where we have the most dense sampling of genes and species, as well as the more precise coding of species’ distributions.

For the Lagrange analysis, we first assessed several combinations of parameters using the MCC tree. We then checked some of these using 20 trees drawn from the posterior distribution of species trees from the *BEAST run used to create Fig. 1. The parameter combinations were (1) ‘East West simple,’ areas West and East of Wallace’s line only, no range constraints, no dispersal constraints, and estimated dispersal and local extinction rates; (2) ‘six areas simple,’ as 1, but using six areas, as described above; (3) ‘isolation by distance,’ using six areas, but range changes between adjacent areas = 1 (e.g. China – SEA), between areas one step away (e.g. China – Malasia) = 0.5, and between areas more than one step away = 0.1 (e.g. China – Australia). Barriers to range changes were ignored. (4) ‘isolation and barriers,’ using six areas, with range change relative probabilities as in 3, but barriers to dispersal and gene flow also considered. Thus, China was considered not adjacent to India nor Africa, because of the Himalayas (thus a single species in these areas must also be present in SEA). China was also considered not adjacent to Australia, because temperate plants need to cross the equator to connect these populations by gene flow, which was treated as unrealistic in this model, unless they were also present in the areas in between. These shifts were also scored as probability in the dispersal constraints, to reflect difficulty in dispersal across these barriers. The dispersal matrices are presented in Table S1. Because the crown age of subfamily Auratoioideae was estimated to be relatively recent (see Results), we did not attempt to modify the cost matrix with respect to changing dispersal probabilities (e.g. reflecting changes in geological settings) in the time period of this group.

Finally, a biogeographical analysis was conducted under parsimony as implemented in Mesquite. We used the “Trace character over Trees” module to optimize areas on all internodes of the 7,500 trees selected from our *BEAST analyses. The results were summarized by computing the relative frequencies of ancestral area reconstructions for each node of the MCC tree.

**Results**

Majority rule consensus trees based on the Bayesian analyses’ posterior distributions are presented for cpDNA (Fig. S1), nuclear hyB (Fig. S2), ndhI (Fig. S3), ITS analyzed with only positions 1–322 (Fig. S4A), and ITS with only positions 323–end (Fig. S4B). We recovered matrices with c. 36% missing sites or gaps (of 1,341 aligned sites) in hyB (including for those taxa where alleles were not sampled, which were assumed to represent a single unknown allele in each case), ca. 8% (of 998 aligned sites) in ndhI, ca. 18% (of 10,161 aligned sites) in the cpDNA, and c. 12% (of 764 aligned sites) in ITS. The cpDNA, hyB, and ndhI data sets can be found in TreeBASE (http://purl.org/phylo/treebase/phylo/ study/ TB2:S16378), whereas the ITS data is available as a popset GenBank submission (UDI: 223470234). The xml file from run 7 is available as a supplementary file.

**Sources of Incongruence**—Tests of intra-locus recombination found that the ndhI alignment contained no recombination events, whereas a single weak signal of recombination was found within the hyB alignment. As only one of the methods made this identification, this ‘event’ was not considered significantly supported to warrant removal of the sequence (Fiske et al. 2006). Within the ITS alignment, however, significant evidence for recombination was discovered within six taxa, the strongest indications being from all methods for recombination of approximately the front half of ITS from *Merrillia* and/or *Murraya* (p = 1.3 × 10^-6^ from MaxChi to p = 3.7 × 10^-1^ from BootScan – the same probabilities for each taxon), with putative parental sequences *Caesalpinia* and *Glycosmis* in both cases. The RDP cannot reliably determine which of the sequences are recombinants and which are parents, so all four sequences should be considered as possible recombinants. The other four possible recombinants were *Balsamocitrus* (5’ terminus), *Glycosmis* (3’ terminus), *Ruta* (5’ terminus), and *Feronia* (small part of the middle region).

The maximum parsimony BS tree presented in figure 4 of Morton’s paper (2009), using the entire ITS alignment, recovered a clade containing *Glycosmis + Merrillia* (MP BS = 98%) that we also recover with those data (but our Muscle alignment) using Bayesian analysis (BA) (PP = 1; tree not shown). *Citreae* also is not monophyletic in Morton’s (2009) and our analyses of ITS, whether *Merrillia + Murraya* are included in this tribe or not (cf. clade G in Bayer et al. 2009: their figure 1). However, when reanalyzed with the recombined portion of these taxa excluded (using only positions 323–end; Fig. S4B), we instead recovered a modestly supported clade containing *Merrillia + Murraya* (PP = 0.89) that is tentatively supported as sister to the Citreae (PP = 0.91). This clade, (*Merrillia + Murraya*) + Citreae, corresponds to clade G in Bayer et al. (2009). Citreae itself is robustly supported, despite the limited remaining ITS data (PP = 0.98), contra Morton’s (2009) findings. It should be noted that with MP analysis alone, we do not recover all clades with the same support as Morton (2009), presumably due to the difference between alignments, although the key findings are recovered with BA.

We also reanalyzed the remaining part of the ITS alignment (using only positions 1–322) to examine the effect on *Glycosmis*, which appeared to have a recombinant part in the 3’ end of the sequence. We found that *Glycosmis + Merrillia* formed a clade (PP = 0.99) sister to *Murraya* (PP = 0.94; Fig. S4A). The terminal branch lengths of *Merrillia* in both Figs. 4A and 4B are both short, which suggests that *Merrillia* is the recombinant, rather than *Murraya*, and that it may be of recent origin.

When we examined first and second versus third positions for exon coding regions using SplitsTree, we found that fewer than three changes were involved in any differences in taxon placements between partitions within either *ndhI* or *hyB* (not shown). This was due to the low variation within exon regions. We conclude that positive selection that might be detected by examining exon coding sequences, if it is operating at all, is unlikely to affect the phylogenetic inferences made here because of the relatively low rate of change in exon versus intron sequences.

Regarding allelic inference, in all but one case, both alleles for an individual accession in the gene trees were monophyletic with respect to all alleles inferred from that species. In the single case of non-monophyly, *hyB* alleles of *Balsamocitrus davoi Stapf formed a grade with respect to a close relative, *Aegle marmelos* (L.) Corrêa; these species together formed a clade with *Aeglopsis chevalieri* Swingle and *Afraegle paniculata* (Schumach. & Thomn.) Engl. This clade of four species is
Fig. 1. A species tree based on chloroplast (cpDNA), and nuclear beta-hydroxylase (HyB) and malate dehydrogenase (mdh) loci using a Bayesian multispecies coalescent analysis in *BEAST. The tree is the maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree resulting from run 7 (see Methods). The areas around Wallace’s line, and their boundaries as used here, are shown at the bottom left. The area coding used in the ancestral area inference for each taxon is shown by a single letter abbreviation per area to the right of the taxon name. For non-Citrus s. l. species, where the species sample is low, we included areas where other species in each genus are found, listed here in parentheses after the most widespread included species name and its area(s). A = Australasia (= Aus in the map); C = China (= Chi in the map); F = Africa (not shown in the map); I = India (= Ind in the map); M = Malesia (= Mel in the map); S = SE Asia (= SEA in the map). The relative probabilities (RP) of the inferred ancestral area for two nodes (based on the DEC analysis, using only two coded areas and this tree) — the crown of Citrus s. l. west of Wallace’s line and the crown of the Australasian subgroup east of it — are shown with arrows pointing to the relevant node. Numbers to the right of nodes indicate clade posterior probabilities (PP). Scale axis units are millions of years. Clades are labelled by single letters above and/or to the left of branches to match Bayer et al. (2009), except clade N, where an arrow indicates the corresponding branch. Bars indicate 95% HPD of node ages.
found in all three gene trees (PP = 1 in each), but the position of Balsamocitrus differs within the clade — it is either sister to Aegle (mdh) or sister to Aeglopsis (cpDNA). Therefore, we interpret the non-monophyly of Balsamocitrus alleles in hyb as an isolated case of deep coalescence rather than paralogy.

**Hybridization Test**—We compared the observed gene trees for mdh and cpDNA in relation to null distributions generated using lineage sorting alone (under the coalescent). After doing this, we found that the difference between the observed gene trees was much larger than could be explained by lineage sorting alone, given the effective population sizes and generation times we assumed here (Fig. S5). Given that we cannot place too much weight in these assumptions (i.e. because we extrapolated the same effective population sizes to every internal branch in the trees), we used the results of this test as a guide to the presence of taxa affected by hybridization, rather than a definitive test. Several individual accessions were removed one by one and the effect on the tree to tree distances was examined and ranked. The distance between the observed gene trees and the upper value of the null distributions reduced by between no and five steps when any individual was removed (not shown). A hybrid suspected a priori (sweet orange, Citrus × aurantium) (Scora 1975; Barrett and Rhodes 1976), which also has different cpDNA, mtDNA versus nDNA origins (Bayer et al. 2009; Froelicher et al. 2011; Ramadugu et al. 2013), reduced this difference by the maximum observed five points. Six other individuals reduced the difference by almost as much (four points each). When compared to the sensitivity analysis (using 20,000 effective population size), a similar result was observed, except that only four individuals in common with the first set produced the highest or second highest effect on the test scores. These individuals were Citrus × aurantium (the suspected hybrid), Afnegle paniculata, Bergera koenigii, and Feronia limonia. All four were excluded as suspected hybrids in order not to violate the assumptions of species tree inference.

**The Position of Feroniella**—We found Feroniella in the combined cpDNA tree to be placed sister to Citrus reticulata (PP = 1). In the mdh tree it was contained a corresponding group (PP = 0.99), both results that are in contrast to previous studies. We excluded this accession from the species tree analysis because of a suspected mix up between samples (see Discussion).

**Species Tree**—Each species tree run (1–7) had overlapping posterior probability distributions. The best run (7) was repeated 5 times, reaching convergence among runs. The combined analysis (1,880 M generations) still had effective sample size values lower than 200 for all parameters related to rates, population mean (but not split population sizes), and divergence times, including the prior and posterior, but well above 200 in the remaining parameters. Despite this, species trees from a selection of runs (1, 3, 5, 6, and 7) were nearly identical in topology and clade posterior probabilities (not shown), but differed somewhat in tree root height (means ca. 15.5–19.5 Ma), one of the unstable parameters.

The species trees from the replicated run (run 7) were also nearly identical, with clade posterior probabilities differing by only a few percentage points among replicates. Presented is the tree based on one of these replicate runs (Fig. 1). In many respects the tree is similar to that based on cpDNA alone (Bayer et al. 2009). For example, Bayer’s clade Q (Citrus s. l.; with BS/PP = 100%/1.0) matches a clade we found, also with PP = 1 (the same letter codes are used where the clades in Fig. 1 are shared with Bayer’s results). Other clades in the species tree in common with Bayer et al.’s (2009) results are clades A, B, C, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, and P (Fig. 1), although J is weakly supported in both their and our analyses.

We found that the Aurantioideae crown is at least 14.8–20.8 Ma (95% HPD), median = 17.2, whereas the Citrus s. l. crown is at least 3.6–6.1 Ma (95% HPD), median = 4.8, despite the lack of stability in these parameter estimates. These ages are minimum estimates, because they are ultimately derived from fossil calibrations.

**Ancestral Area Reconstruction**—The Lagrange ancestral area inference, using only areas east/west of Wallace’s line and no area or dispersal restrictions, returned a western origin for Citrus s. l. (Fig. 1). Using the MCC tree, the relative probability (RP) was 0.98 (Fig. 1); using 20 trees drawn from the end of the 7,500 trees found in one BEAST analysis to account for topology and branch length uncertainty, the RP ranged from 0.96–0.99. The ancestral area shifts to east of Wallace’s line with high RP (0.99) at the crown of the Australasian subgroup, consistent with a shift in distribution of the ancestral lineage between these nodes from west to east of Wallace’s line between ca. six and two mya (Fig. 1).

Under either the six areas simple’ or the ‘isolation by distance’ models, using the MCC tree, SEA was returned as the most likely origin of Citrus s. l. (RP = 0.69). With India, China and/or SEA (in any combination), the summed RP increased to 0.88. With 20 trees drawn from the posterior distribution, the ‘six areas simple’ model had a mean RP of 0.69 for SEA and 0.86 when summed for India, China and/or SEA as the origin of Citrus s. l. Under the more restrictive ‘isolation and barriers’ model the RP of a SEA origin increased to 0.73, and with India or China combined, to 0.87. With 20 trees drawn as before to include uncertainty, the mean RP for a SEA origin was also 0.73 and the mean RP including India and China was 0.86.

A parsimony reconstruction of the ancestral area in Mesquite also pointed to west of Wallace’s line, and specifically to SEA, as the most reasonable location for the Citrus s. l. origin. More than 99% of trees drawn from the BA posterior distribution returned a SEA ancestral area using the six area coding. When coded simply as east/west of Wallace’s line, 100% of trees returned a western ancestral area for the Citrus s. l. node.

**Discussion**

The new hypothesis of relationships within Rutaceae subfamily Aurantioideae has several strengths over the existing ones, including the addition of two nDNA markers that are unlinked and in single copy in a single Citrus accession, the use of the multispecies coalescent model, and the examination of processes that may confound species tree estimation if undetected (such as recombination and hybridization).

**Classification**—With respect to the classification of Swingle and Reece (1967), we find no support for tribe Clauseneae, nor subtribe Clauseninae (the only one with more than one genus), as monophyletic groups. However, Swingle’s tribe Citreae is supported by our species tree. If we consider the expanded circumscription proposed by the GRIN classification (by June 2011), Citreae s. l. (including an expanded Merrillinae s. l.: Merrillia + Murraya) is also supported as monophyletic, as is
Merrilliae s. l. GRIN’s recircumscribed Clauseneae (Bergera, Clausena, Glycosmis, Micromelum; Clauseneae s. s. here) is not supported, but nor is it contradicted by the species tree.

Within Citreae, some of Swingle and Reece’s (1967) groups can be discerned, although others are contradicted by our results. Subtribe Triphasiinae is supported in the species tree as a clade, if we take a narrower circumscription that excludes Oxanthera, although Lueonanga and Merope were not sampled. Citraneae most closely corresponds to our well-supported clade M, but includes Swinglea (from Balsomoticinae) and Oxanthera (from Triphasiinae).

Our interpretation is that Merrillia is the recombinant, and that either the model-based analysis, our alignment, or both, contribute to placing Murraya close to Merrillia despite the recombination event, rather than “floating” to a spurious and weakly supported position (i.e. sister to Pamburus).

Our result with regard to the placement of Feronia is in contrast to earlier findings based on cpDNA (Araújo et al. 2003; Morton 2009; Penjor et al. 2010). In Morton (2009), using maximum parsimony, Feronia was sister to Feronia in cpDNA (trnL, 71% BS; rps16, 95% BS; atpB-rbcL spacer, 94% BS), but together were unresolved within the Aurantioideae. In Araújo et al. (2003), using maximum parsimony, Feronia was poorly resolved within Citreae (clade H on our Fig. 1), but Feronia was not sampled. In Penjor et al. (2010), using neighbor joining, these two genera were again sister (75% BS), but even more poorly resolved — the monophyly of Aurantioideae was not supported. Each of these studies found that Feronia was not nested within Citrus s. l. and excluded from that possibility by moderately to well-supported nodes, in contrast to our findings. We found Feronia sister to Citrus reticulata in both cpDNA and mdh, whereas Feronia was closer to the Atalantia + Severinia clade (PP = 0.99) in cpDNA or grouped with Swinglea and Burkillanthus in mdh (PP = 1). This difference is present despite our use of the same germplasm source between our and Morton’s (2009) studies (and possibly that of Penjor et al. 2010), and the sequencing of several markers that agree within studies. The other study (Araújo et al. 2003) derived their Feronia material from a different source. When we reanalyzed different parts of the ITS with BA, Feronia was excluded from Citrus s. l. by moderately (PP = 0.9 positions 1–322) or strongly (PP = 1 positions 323–end) supported nodes, reaffirming this main difference between ITS and our analyses.

Given that several labs received or derived material independently of one another and that the DNA extractions and PCRs were performed independently, it is likely that a sample mix up involving Feronia can explain the discordant results shared by us and Bayer et al. (2009), as we used the same DNA extract. To test this, we reacquired this material from the USDA, re-extracted DNA and sequenced the rps16 and trnLF regions in a different lab (UC Riverside). We then compared these sequences to those submitted previously and found that our new sequences were nearly identical to those of Morton (2009). Using neighbor net, these sequences alone place Feronia close to Citrus, but not within it (not shown). However, the remaining cpDNA sequences used in Bayer et al. (2009) recovered Feronia strongly nested within Citrus s. l. Therefore, we consider our initial Feronia result, and that of Bayer et al. (2009), to be spurious. The position based on the available confirmed sequences is not well resolved, but not placed within Citrus s. l.

Morton (2009) presented a matrix of 20 phenotypic characters in subfamily Aurantioideae and concluded that almost none contained uncontradicted synapomorphic states for any taxon described previously within this group. However, the presence of carbazole (a crystalline substance) in Clauseneae s. s. alone has already been reported (Samuel et al. 2001). Although that clade did not occur in our species tree, the poor support for the alternative position of Glycosmis + Micromelum means that the monophyly of Clauseneae s. s. is not rejected here, thus this character may still turn out to be an uncontradicted synapomorphy. Morton (2009) listed Murraya as being polymorphic for this state and did not list Bergera separately in her table. If we consider these genera separately, as did Samuel et al. (2001), then the presence of the aromatic heterocyclic compound — carbazole — is highly consistent with our species tree, apart from the poorly supported clade already mentioned. With respect to the
remaining characters presented in Morton (2009), we concur that in general phenotypic characters do not track the molecular phylogeny well at all. However, the presence of spines might be a synapomorphy for clade H in our species tree (Fig. 1), although it too must have been subsequently lost in a few cases (e.g. Clymenia).

**Origin of Citrus s. l.**—Two previous studies mention hypotheses regarding the origin of Citrus: Swingle and Reece (1967), using a narrowly defined Citrus (i.e. 16 species from primarily south and east Asia, and west Malesia), thought the group probably arose in east Asia, although a New Guinea – Melanesian origin was also thought possible. However, when the discussion includes all species in Citrus s. l. (to include Clymenia, Eremocitrus, Fortunella, Microcitrus, Oxanthera, and Poncirus), Swingle and Reece (1967) suggested a trend from southeast to northwest, culminating in the most “highly developed” species of subgenus Citrus. Beattie et al. (2006), elaborating on Swingle and Reece (1967), took their proposed timing of evolutionary progression and suggested a scheme by which an Australasian origin was followed by migration to East Asia assisted by the movement of terranes over the last 37 Ma, especially those that formed the Halmahera Islands and the eastern Philippines.

The crown age of Citrus s. l. was previously examined and found to be most probably too young to be consistent with an east to west migration via terrane movement (Pfeil and Crisp 2008), namely at least 2.4–13.6 Ma. The results of our analyses here concur and suggest an even younger minimum crown age of this clade (3.6–6.1 Ma), probably due to the use of a multispecies coalescent model, which can infer speciation ages that are younger than the divergence times of included gene lineages. However, the inherent limitations of fossil calibrated age estimates means that older ages cannot be excluded absolutely. In this case, though, positive evidence for older ages that we consider reliable is currently not known for the subfamily. For example, Pan (2010) described a fossil leaf from eastern Africa dated to around 27.2 Ma that was assigned to Clausena. If this assignment was accepted and applied to the stem node of our sample of Clausena (= crown node of Aurantioidae), we might expect that the Citrus s. l. crown age could be twice as high as what we found here (e.g. simply rescaling that node to equal 27.2 Ma yielded an upper age of Citrus s. l. of under 10 Ma). This would still not change the inconsistency that we observe between the inferred age estimate of Citrus s. l. and terrane movement in Malesia, where a Citrus ancestor would probably have needed to be in northeastern New Guinea by at least 20 mya in order to use the Halmahera route to disperse to Asia.

As a complement to age estimation alone to determine the origin of Citrus s. l., we used ancestral area reconstruction. By either maximum likelihood or parsimony-based approaches and based on available data, we found that the original location of the Citrus s. l. clade was most probably west of Wallace’s line. The time frame we infer is significant, because it marks the beginning of the collision between the Australian and the Sundaland margin, the emergence of New Guinea, and the reduction of the distance across deep ocean that still separates these areas (Hall 1998, 2002; Lohman et al. 2011). The inferred age, ancestral area reconstruction, and lack of plausible vicariant breaks are incompatible with the earlier hypotheses regarding the origin of Citrus s. l. and movement from Australasia to Asia via the Halmahera route. Available evidence instead suggests that Citrus s. l. is a young group that has radiated from an East Asian origin, most probably in the late Miocene or Pliocene, and dispersed across deep ocean gaps at least once to cross from western to eastern Malesia. The timing is consistent with the increasingly close connections formed between SE Asia and New Guinea via the Banda Arc from about 7 mya (Hall 1998, 2002), where these island chains could have been used as a series of stepping stones to aid dispersal. This dispersal was also accompanied by diversification, especially within Australia. There are other examples of other plant groups that have also migrated and then radiated across Wallace’s Line in the same direction within the last 20 Ma or so, on the basis of dated molecular phylogenies and explicit ancestral area inferences. These include Rhododendron section Vireya, Ericaceae (Webb and Ree 2012), Aglaeeae, Meliaceae (Muelnner et al. 2008), Livistoniae, Areaceae (Bacon et al. 2013), and Isongndreae, Sapotaceae (Richardson et al. 2014). Citrus s. l. is certainly not unique in this regard and provides another case of the generation of diversity when new areas were accessed via long distance dispersal.
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